
Notice 2008-40 “Allocation Pass-Through” 
Sharing the §179D Deduction with the Authorizing Agency  
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History of “EPACT” §179D  
In April of 2005, the Energy Policy Act was signed into law, making it the 
first significant energy legislation since 1992. One of the important  
messages, as a result of Title XIII, Section 1332, is that energy efficiencies 
are to be encouraged through a procedure to apply tax deductions for 
the implementation of specific and broad-based building efficiencies. This 
legislation created lasting change in the market by providing opportuni-
ties to accelerate the adoption of energy efficiency in buildings. The Act 
includes a tax deduction, known as the Energy-Efficient Commercial 
Buildings Tax Deduction (26 U.S.C. §179D) for investments in “energy-
efficient commercial building property” designed to significantly reduce 
the heating, cooling, water heating, and interior lighting energy cost, or 
improve the performance of new or existing commercial buildings.  
Projects completed during the 2015 tax year or earlier must exceed the 
standards set forth in ASHRAE 90.1-2001 by the following percentages 
for each of three subsystems (in accordance with Notice 2012-22): 25 
percent for Lighting, 15 percent for HVAC, and 10 percent for Building 
Envelope.  Beginning with projects completed during the 2016 tax year, 
the reduction must exceed ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007. 
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Allocation Pass-Through  
 
For government-owned buildings, the person(s) primarily responsible for designing the building or 
project may be able to claim the deduction. Any of those who participated in the design may derive 
the benefit for the “pass-through” of the incentive/deduction. It was the intent of Congress that  
public entities design and retrofit to the standards of ASHRAE 90.1-2001 or ASHRAE 90.1-2007 for 
properties placed in service during the 2016 tax year per the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes 
(PATH) Act. Because this standard mandates specific and particular attention to efficiencies, Congress 
elected to provide a tax-deduction “Allocation Pass-Through” to the primary designer(s). After Notice 
2006-52 was generated as the IRS administrative guideline for §179D, this document was amplified by 
Notice 2008-40 as an explanation and definition for the “allocation pass-through.” 
 
Numerous Federal and State agencies have published documentation relative to the opportunities that 
may be afforded to the design team for the efficiencies cited under §179D. Among the myriad of agencies 
that have published information regarding the “allocation pass-through”: the General Services Admin-
istration (GSA) http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/221677, US Corp of Army Engineers http://
www.wbdg.org/ccb/ARMYCOE/COEECB/ecb_2011_8.pdf, and the Department of the Army Memorandum 
dated 12/17/11. These documents set out the terms and conditions for the allocation which follow the 
guidelines mandated by IRS Notice 2006-52 and amplified by Notice 2008-40.  
 
While it may have been the intent of Congress to establish this “allocation pass-through” as a negotiable 
benefit, there is no formal or recommended process for these negotiations. In fact, governmental  
jurisdiction and agencies have applied retrospective and seemingly punitive calculations for payment by 
the primary designers for authorization for the allocation. With no guidance and/or direction from either 
the IRS or Department of Energy governmental agencies: i.e. school districts, community colleges,  
agencies, college and university organizations, have determined after-the-fact, a process to calculate  
payment owed for authorization for the allocation. Just one of the difficulties is that these demands for 
payment, or reimbursement, may – and usually do - occur post the “primary designers” payment for third
-party certification or accounting fees.  Because the allocation “deduction” may have been neither  
considered nor calculated, the benefit to the primary designer may have been calculated incorrectly.   

Summary of Energy Savings Percentages Provided by IRS Guidance  
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Allocation Pass-Through  

Another issue is that many of these calculations, designed by governmental 
agencies, do not take into account that the allocation is a DEDUCTION for  
taxes owed and not a CREDIT. The result is that there may in fact be no de-
ductible benefit after certification fees, accounting fees, or the fee charged by 
the agency (the agency allocating the deduction) to the primary designer. This 
unfortunate situation may create antagonism between the primary designer, 
who has exceeded (typically) the design requirements of the agency and the 
agency that has benefitted from the improved design by the primary designer.  
 
Because §179D requires exceptional energy efficiencies the operating cost  
savings will be realized by the allocating agency and should antagonism  
develop, designers may elect to build to design specs rather than improve 
those specifications.  
 
For a retrospective application of sharing of the deduction benefit - it may be 
punitive for the primary designer: For example, look at a 100,000 square foot 
government building qualifying for an HVAC/water heater deduction of $.60/
sq ft, or $60,000.00. If the primary designer is in a 20% tax bracket, the  
effective dollar amount would be $12,000. The costs associated with the third 
party certification, as well as the accounting fees to work with the third party 
certifier and apply the deduction may be anywhere from $5,400 to $8,000. If 
an additional percentage of the benefit were to be claimed by the government 
agency, there would be little left for the designer – and little incentive to  
continue to improve the design standards in the future.  
 
When these factors are not taken into consideration by the government  
agency, an unreasonable or onerous formula may unintentionally be imposed, 
possibly resulting in a loss of benefit and monies for/by the designer. A case 
was recently brought to our attention in which a government agency applied a 
fixed percentage against the total deduction without taking into consideration 
the designer’s costs or tax bracket. The certified deduction to the designer was 
$42,000, of which the government agency demanded 10%, or $4,200. The  
designer’s tax bracket (20%) resulted in an effective dollar amount of $8,400. 
However, the designer had also incurred the third party certification fee of 
$5,400 and accounting fees of $1,200. Without the cash back demanded by 
the contracting agency, the designer would have received a benefit of $3,120. 
However, the $4,200 payment to the agency resulted in a loss to the designer 
of $1,080.  
 
These types of oversights can actually reverse the intention initially set forth 
to reward those involved in energy efficiency projects. The possibility of losing 
money does little to entice talented designers to participate in projects where 
the process continues to be arbitrary. Contracting agencies may well cease to 
be the beneficiaries of these extraordinary designer’s efforts, which will in the 
long run result in additional cost to the contracting agency, as well as the loss 
of the best design partners. As a recommendation to standardize the  
participation of the government agency the following might be considered:  
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Begin by assuming a 15% tax rate (*we will discuss why this is necessary 
later in the paper). Second, take the tax deduction and multiply by 15%. 
Take the cash benefit and subtract costs incurred for certification by a 
third party (as required by the IRS). The resulting amount can then be 
shared in a fair manner. What we recommend as 2/3 to the designer and 
1/3 to the agency. Using round numbers an example would look like this:  
 

 Tax deduction $50,000  

 Benefit (15%) 7,500  

 Costs of certification 5,000  

 True benefit 2,500  

 Allocation to designer 1,667  
 
 Allocation to agency 833  

 
*Assuming a 15% tax bracket is necessary due to the complexity of US for 
code. Taxpayers pay anywhere for 0% to in excess of 50% and owners of 
a design firm may all pay several different rates. Identifying the true tax 
benefit would significantly increase costs to the designer and make it 
much more difficult to achieve benefit.  
 
Another application of this participation by a government agency has 
been to mandate that the primary designer who receives the award,  
extend at risk a percentage at the beginning of a project. The difficulty is 
that there is true risk due to cancellation of the project, due to change 
orders that may alter the design, and because certification is a  
retrospective activity. Under this scenario the primary designer(s) have 
paid the agency for a possible event that may not happen and the result 
is no recourse for the primary designer(s) should the project be cancelled 
or delayed. The suggestion would be to have a third party establish an 
escrow account into which the primary designer(s) would make that  
payment and upon certification that money would then go to the  
governmental agency.  
 
It is imperative to reduce cost and meet the Congressional intent that 
designers continue to design above code with these energy-efficiencies 
in mind. It is also imperative that any participation on behalf of the  
governmental agency or between the agency and the primary designers 
be fair and reasonable.  
 
CAPITAL REVIEW GROUP does not advise on any personal income tax requirements or 

issues. Use of any information from this document or web site referred to is for general 

information only and does not represent personal tax advice either express or implied. 

You are encouraged to seek professional tax advice for personal income tax questions 

and assistance. 
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